
by Stephen Most 

When people speak of the Golden Age
of Comedy, the evidence comes out in 
a rush of names, ranging from Chap-
lin through the Marx Brothers to Mel 
Brooks. Yet a different cast of characters 
makes the case that we are now in the 
Golden Age of Documentary – although 
who belongs on that illustrious list is a 
subject for endless debate.

The real measure of this era’s ‘golden-
ness’ comes from the numbers of people 
who see docs in theaters, rent them, and 
watch them on TV. Once considered the 
boring pastime of a small audience of 
elders and eggheads, docs have under-
gone a remarkable makeover.

Why should this be? In this era of con-
sequences without truth, the mainstream 
media crams the public mind with 
celebrity trivia, political gossip, and dis-
information – while in the background 
corporate scams bring economic collapse, 

We can laugh since no one died The MacArthur Maze, after the 07 tanker fire.
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energy consumption generates climate 
meltdown, and federal falsehoods pro- 
mote wars that empower terrorists and 
make domestic warmongers wealthy. A 
voracious hunger to know ‘what’s going 
on’ drives the growing appeal of docu-
mentaryfilms. And more documentaries 
than ever before are designed to appeal 
to the viewing public. The success of the 
films of Michael Moore, who performs
as a comic muckraker and inquisitive 
(though clearly partisan) narrator, has 
led many filmmakers to find imaginative 
ways to engage audiences. Those doc- 
mentarians must do so without shirking
their responsibility to inform the public, 
now that the Internet offers limitless in-
formation on any subject. By focusing 
as much on storytelling as on imparting 
knowledge, a well-crafted documentary 
motivates the public to explore its sub-
ject more fully.

When I began working with documentary 

filmmakers in 1982, before the dawn of 
the Golden Age, I found few who were 
familiar with the tools of documentary 
storytelling, though that craft dates 
back to Robert Flaherty, whose first 
film became a classic of the genre. In 
1922, Flaherty spent a year making what 
has been called “the first full-length, an-
thropological documentary in cinemato-
graphic history” – Nanook of the North. 
Using storytelling techniques, Flaherty 
turned an episodic travelogue into an en-
gaging story about one character. “These 
techniques had much to offer makers of 
the nonfiction movie: the organization 
of content into scenes and acts (as used by 
playwrights and narrative screenwrit-
ers), and specific ways of thinking about 
genre, character, action, and plot.

In1982, I was writing a comedy in which
nuclear physicists are confronted by 
animals (it became the musical Raven’s 
Seed). Traveling with filmmakers gave 



me access to people and places that had 
been beyond my reach while research-
ing the play: Daniel Ellsberg, Amory 
Lovins, and physicists at Livermore 
Labs, among many others. The first 
documentarian I worked with, David L 

Brown, was committed to public educa-
tion about nuclear technology just when
many feared that the Cold War would 
heat up disastrously. Bound By the Wind, 
a documentary that I wrote and he directed, 
told the stories of nuclear testing, the 
‘downwinder’ victims of radiation, and 
the worldwide movement that nearly led 
to a comprehensive nuclear test ban. We 
did our best to tell the story so that it was
both inspiring and palatable, but it was 
the classic ‘eat your spinach’ documentary 
– good for you but hard to get down.

By the mid-90s, after fourteen years of 
work focused on nuclear and environ-
mental issues, David had lightened up. 
His best doc of that era was Surfing for 
Life. So when he called me a few years 
ago to ask if I’d work with him on The 
Bridge So Far – A Suspense Story (about 
the East Span of the San Francisco Bay 
Bridge), I wondered whether my friend 
had reverted to his imminent-disaster 
persona of the Nuclear Age. “at bridge 
between Yerba Buena Island and Oak-
land was severely damaged by the 1989 
Loma Prieta earthquake, but hadn’t been
replaced – despite the high probability of 
a more catastrophic quake at any time.

David’s client, Professional Engineers in
California Government (PECG), wanted 
the world to know that the unconscio-
nable delay in providing an earthquake-
safe replacement for the Bay Bridge was 
not the fault of state engineers. To make 

this point effectively, a documentary 
filmmaker only had to tell the story of 
the world-class political fiasco behind 
the delay, a mega-construction imbro-
glio equal to Boston’s Big Dig. Then 
David discovered that Bay Area station 

KRON was already 
producing a doc on 
the subject. How 
could David make 
the case for another 
Bay Bridge film?

The answer came in 
a flash: go for laughs. 
As reporter Lisa Vor-
derbrueggen said in 
The Bridge So Far, 
“If you don’t laugh, 
what are you gonna 
do? You gonna cry?”

There are many 
models for docu-

mentary comedy, ranging from Condom 
Sense (with Michael Pritchard and the 
late Jane Dornacker) in which the amo-
rous Pritchard’s whole body is wrapped 
in a giant condom, to the mock-horror 
epic Cane Toads, about an invasive spe-
cies in
Australia. David and I chose satire of the 
straight news documentary. There would 
be an authoritative host, an array of ex-
perts, and B-roll. One comedic element 
would be provided by our host, the bril-
liant comic actor Geoff Hoyle. Hoyle’s 
highly-repressed character, wearing a 
suit with bow tie, combined an anxious 
expression with edgy comments. Among 
our experts (who included a seismolo-
gist, reporters, politicians, and engi-
neers) were three stand-up comedians. 
And along with the B-roll came Charlie 
Canfield’s humorous animated cartoons, 
including photoheads of characters atop 
cartoon bodies.

Throughout much of its hour-long con-
tent (and in KRON’s same straight news 
style), The Bridge So Far tells the story 
of the twists and turns of the bridge’s 
political fortunes, competing designs, 
and escalating costs. But with this dif-
ference: David felt free to ask interview-
ees what struck them as funny about this 
debacle, and the interviewees, in turn, 
expressed themselves more freely than 
one normally does on-camera. David 
also picked moments from this tangled 
history that are funny: the appearance at 

hearings of leotard-and-cape-wearing, 
bike-pedaling Transit Man; one offi-
cial’s comparison of a design-selection 
argument to a Three Stooges movie; and
former Oakland Mayor Elihu Harris’ 
characterization of the selected design as 
‘butt ugly.’ Commentary by comedians 
fit right in with this kind of content.

To do the initial talent scouting, David 
attended comedy clubs night after night; 
then I caught the acts of his best pros-
pects to judge them for myself. With 
the exception of political humorist Will 
Durst, the comedians we saw relied on 
shtik, funny voices, and lines about per-
sonal concerns – their routines did not 
include commentary on public issues. 
How then to generate the jokes we needed? 
Having worked with Mike Pritchard as 
the writer of a series of shows for teens, 
The Power of Choice, I knew that a 
comedian’s material has to speak through 
his or her unique voice. So instead of 
writing material for the chosen comics, 
I sent each a list of points in the story-
line that could be humorous; the fact, for 
example, that the first person who pro-
posed a bridge across the Bay was the 
madman Emperor Norton. These points 
I sent around under the heading ‘ham-
burger helper for comedians.”

David and I generated ideas for animated
political cartoons that Charlie would 
draw, and he contributed ideas of his 
own. My favorite cartoon sequence 
shows Governor Pete Wilson picking up 
competing bridge designs from a table 
until he decides that the table itself looks 
best and chooses a flat surface on legs, 
the ‘freeway on stilts,’ to span the Bay.

What’s funny is a matter of taste, and 
often our PECG client had a different 
idea than we filmmakers did about what 
was funny. So we turned this situation 
into a joke. I kept trying to insert a 
“viaduct/why a duck?” reference to the 
Marx Brothers at every turn. But the test 
came in rough-cut screenings, where we 
recorded the audience response, rating 
laughs on a scale of 1 to 5.

A comic bit that didn’t do better than 2 
was out of the picture – the duck was out.

The Bridge So Far – A Suspense Story 
won two Emmys – for outstanding doc-
umentary, and for best animation and 
graphics.

Emmy-winning animation by Charlie Canfield was an important 
element of the humor of “The Bridge So Far.”



Coincidentally, two of our characters 
were presenters at the award ceremony: 
former SF Mayor Willie Brown, and 
Will Durst, who joked, “Brown is so 
smooth, he can enter a revolving door 
behind you and come out in front.”

Our accomplishment led to the produc-
tion of two more PECG-funded films 
– Amazing: the Rebuilding of the Ma-
cArthur Maze, and A Span in Time. Each 
uses comedy in a different way. One can 
say that taken together, the three films 
constitute a series, as well as also an ex-
periment in developing the docucomedy 
as an art form.

In stark contrast to its predecessor, 
Amazing is a story of success, document-
ing the fiery destruction and rapid re-
building of part of the MacArthur Maze, 
after the fireball from an overturned 
gasoline tanker melted that section of 
Interstate 580 near the Bay Bridge. No 
less amazing than the accident itself was 
the reconstruction of the Maze within a 
month.

A half-hour in length, Amazing also dif-
fers from its predecessor in having no 
narration – using instead soundbites 
and images that combine documentary 
video, archival news footage, Canfield 
cartoons, and Rick Pepper’s motion 
graphics. Instead of a comic narrator 
and commentary by comedians, the film 
turns the story’s principal characters into 
cartoon figures.

This comedy first concept was inspired 
by Governor Schwarzenegger’s seem-
ing perfection as a satirized superhero 

– along with the Caltrans spokesperson 
being named Lauren Wonder (I thought 
she’d look great in tights). PECG didn’t 
go for the superhero idea. Even so, Char-
lie drew the Governor flying to the crash 
site to cut the ribbon with giant scissors.

But much inspiration 
came from old movies: 
in one cartoon, tower-
ing contractor C C My-
ers holds diminutive steel 
fabricator Carl Douglas in 
his huge hand just as King 
Kong held Fay Wray. Char-
lie, who portrayed Myers 
with the intimidating con-
tractor’s head leaping out 
of the phone that Douglas 
is holding, says, “Cartoons 
are more effective in 
showing personality than 
how someone actually 
looks.”

In the last Amazing 
soundbite, reporter Erik 

Nelson remarks that the amazing speed 
with which the Maze was rebuilt can be 
“the new paradigm for getting things 
done… Why can’t we do this with the 
Bay Bridge?” “at became the subject of 
A Span in Time’s half-hour story about 
the replacement of a football-field-sized 
segment of roadway between the East 
Span of the Bay Bridge and the Yerba 
Buena tunnel within three days; another 
Caltrans/Myers tour de force.

The challenge with this subject was to 
make it dramatic. By the time of broad-
cast, the local audience would have for-
gotten that the bridge was closed for con-
struction over the Labor Day weekend 
in 2007. And in contrast to its hyper-
bolic TV news coverage, this project’s result 
is underwhelming: drivers see no differ-
ence between the old piece of roadway 
and the new. Bruce Blanning and his 
PECG staff were discussing this chal-
lenge with the production team when 
Charlie remarked, in the pretentious, 
portentous tones of an old-style news-
caster, “the old gray slab of concrete is 
being replaced with. . . a new gray slab.” 
At that moment, Max Tabloid was born.

Narrating A Span in Time, Tabloid is a 
cartoon reporter who pumps up every 
possible cause for drama to the ‘max.’ 
Like the media, Max has bipolar oscil-
lations in mood coupled with a flea’s 

attention span. Like TV reporters, Max 
exists within the TV’s 2-D screen. His 
commentary provides no context, over-
simplifies everything, and keeps the 
story compelling regardless of the facts. 
His alarmist take on possible catastro-
phes allows the film to underscore the 
calculated alarmism of the people who 
made the project a success by anticipat-
ing every potential problem – from 
dri- vers not getting the word that the 
bridge would be closed, causing a mas-
sive traffic jam, to the possible failure 
of the system of jacks and pneumatic 
machinery designed to move the viaduct. 
A test of this equipment (revealing a 
less-than-perfectly-even lift of the slab) 
became an overblown story for the 
actual media, as well as for Max.

Cartoons further amplify the drama 
while illustrating the situation. To show 
Caltrans’ unprecedented outreach effort, 
we have Caltrans director Will Kempton 
handing out fliers from a dry cleaner’s 
rack and from an airport luggage carou-
sel. Cartoons also enable us to make fun
of the media’s hyped-up account of the 
project’s success. Charlie satirized the 
heroic status conferred on the contractor 
with an image illustrating Erik Nelson’s 
joke, “He became Saint Myers of a C C.”

A Span in Time is the antidote to The 
Bridge So Far in that it gives hope that 
the Bay Bridge’s East Span can be re-
placed before the Big One hits. There 
may well be a fourth film in this se-
ries, documenting the construction of 
the winning design – the self-anchored 
suspension span that, by connecting the 
already-built ‘freeway on stilts’ to the 
‘new gray slab,’ will complete the new 
Bay Bridge at last. What challenges will 
that story pose to the filmmakers? How 
we will deploy comedy to meet them?

Stay tuned. Even if the Golden Age of 
Documentary doesn’t usher in another 
Golden Age of Comedy, the careers of 
Max Tabloid and other satirists of TV 
news have legs ready for a long run.

Charlie Canfield’s Max Tabloid satirized the frenzied media 
coverage of the new Bay Bridge in “A Span in Time.”


